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4.1 - DEVELOPING A STRONG, CLEAR
THESIS STATEMENT

Learning Objectives

• Develop a strong, clear thesis statement with the proper elements.

• Revise your thesis statement.

Have you ever known a person who was not very good at telling stories? You probably
had trouble following his train of thought as he jumped around from point to point,
either being too brief in places that needed further explanation or providing too many
details on a meaningless element. Maybe he told the end of the story first, then moved
to the beginning and later added details to the middle. His ideas were probably
scattered, and the story did not flow very well. When the story was over, you probably
had many questions.

Just as a personal anecdote can be a disorganized mess, an essay can fall into the
same trap of being out of order and confusing. That is why writers need a thesis
statement to provide a specific focus for their essay and to organize what they are about
to discuss in the body.

Just like a topic sentence summarizes a single paragraph, the thesis statement
summarizes an entire essay. It tells the reader the point you want to make in your essay,
while the essay itself supports that point. It is like a signpost that signals the essay’s
destination. You should form your thesis before you begin to organize an essay, but you
may find that it needs revision as the essay develops.
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Elements of a Thesis Statement

For every essay you write, you must focus on a central idea. This idea stems from a topic
you have chosen or been assigned or from a question your teacher has asked. It is not
enough merely to discuss a general topic or simply answer a question with a yes or no.
You have to form a specific opinion, and then articulate that into a controlling idea—the
main idea upon which you build your thesis.

Remember that a thesis is not the topic itself, but rather your interpretation of the
question or subject. For whatever topic your professor gives you, you must ask yourself,
“What do I want to say about it?” Asking and then answering this question is vital to
forming a thesis that is precise, forceful and confident.

A thesis is one sentence long and appears toA thesis is one sentence long and appears towarward the end of your intrd the end of your introductionoduction. It is
specific and focuses on one to three points of a single idea—points that are able to be
demonstrated in the body. It forecasts the content of the essay and suggests how you
will organize your information. Remember that a thesis statement does not summarize
an issue but rather dissects it.

WWatchatch HoHow to write an essay: Thesis statements on Yw to write an essay: Thesis statements on YouTouTube (5 mins)ube (5 mins)
(https://youtu.be/T(https://youtu.be/TotaRoYh60Y)otaRoYh60Y)

A Strong Thesis Statement

A strong thesis statement contains the following qualities.
SpecificitySpecificity.. A thesis statement must concentrate on a specific area of a general topic.

As you may recall, the creation of a thesis statement begins when you choose a broad
subject and then narrow down its parts until you pinpoint a specific aspect of that topic.
For example, health care is a broad topic, but a proper thesis statement would focus on
a specific area of that topic, such as options for individuals without health care coverage.

PrPrecision.ecision. A strong thesis statement must be precise enough to allow for a coherent
argument and to remain focused on the topic. If the specific topic is individuals without
employment benefits, then your precise thesis statement must make an exact claim
about it, such as that all employers should be obligated to provide certain benefits. You
must further pinpoint what you are going to discuss regarding these required benefits,
such as what types should be required.

Ability to be arAbility to be argued.gued. A thesis statement must present a relevant and specific
argument. A factual statement often is not considered arguable. Be sure your thesis
statement contains a point of view that can be supported with evidence.

Ability to be demonstrAbility to be demonstrated.ated. For any claim you make in your thesis, you must be able to
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provide reasons and examples for your opinion. You can rely on personal observations
in order to do this, or you can consult outside sources to demonstrate that what you
assert is valid. A worthy argument is backed by examples and details.

ForForcefulness.cefulness. A thesis statement that is forceful shows readers that you are, in fact,
making an argument. The tone is assertive and takes a stance that others might oppose.

Confidence.Confidence. In addition to using force in your thesis statement, you must also use
confidence in your claim. Phrases such as I feel or I believe actually weaken the readers’
sense of your confidence because these phrases imply that you are the only person who
feels the way you do. In other words, your stance has insufficient backing. Taking an
authoritative stance on the matter persuades your readers to have faith in your
argument and open their minds to what you have to say.

Tip

Even in a personal essay that allows the use of first person, your thesis should not contain phrases

such as in my opinion or I believe. These statements reduce your credibility and weaken your

argument. Your opinion is more convincing when you use a firm attitude.

Exercise 1

On a separate sheet of paper, write a thesis statement for each of the following topics. Remember

to make each statement specific, precise, demonstrable, forceful and confident.

Topics

• Texting while driving

• The legal drinking age in Canada

• Steroid use among professional athletes

• Free speech

• Racism
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Examples of Appropriate Thesis Statements

Each of the following thesis statements meets several of the following requirements:

• Specificity
• Precision
• Ability to be argued
• Ability to be demonstrated
• Forcefulness
• Confidence

1. Educating newcomers to Canada about historical Indigenous treaties is an
important way to implement the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Call to
Action.

2. Shakespeare’s use of dramatic irony in Romeo and Juliet spoils the outcome for the
audience and weakens the plot.

3. J. D. Salinger’s character in Catcher in the Rye, Holden Caulfield, is a confused rebel
who voices his disgust with phonies, yet in an effort to protect himself, he acts like a
phony on many occasions.

4. Compared to an absolute divorce, no-fault divorce is less expensive, promotes fairer
settlements, and reflects a more realistic view of the causes for marital breakdown.

5. Exposing children from an early age to the dangers of drug abuse is a sure method
of preventing future drug addicts.

6. In today’s crumbling job market, a high school diploma is not significant enough
education to land a stable, lucrative job.

Now that you have read about the contents of a good thesis statement and have seen
examples, take a look at the pitfalls to avoid when composing your own thesis:

• A thesis is weak when it is simply a declaration of your subject or a description of
what you will discuss in your essay.

WWeak thesis statement:eak thesis statement: My paper will explain why imagination is more important
than knowledge.

• A thesis is weak when it makes an unreasonable or outrageous claim or insults the
opposing side.
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WWeak thesis statement:eak thesis statement: Religious radicals across Canada are trying to legislate their
Puritanical beliefs by banning required high school books.

• A thesis is weak when it contains an obvious fact or something that no one can
disagree with or provides a dead end.

WWeak thesis statement:eak thesis statement: Advertising companies use sex to sell their products.
• A thesis is weak when the statement is too broad.

WWeak thesis statement:eak thesis statement: The life of Sir John A. Macdonald was long and challenging.

Tip

You can find thesis statements in many places, such as in the news; in the opinions of friends,

coworkers or teachers; and even in songs you hear on the radio. Become aware of thesis statements in

everyday life by paying attention to people’s opinions and their reasons for those opinions. Pay

attention to your own everyday thesis statements as well, as these can become material for future

essays.

Strong Thesis Statements

Strong Thesis Statements (Text version)

Match the terms following terms (a-f) to the correct phrase (1-6).

a. an ability to be demonstrated

b. confidence

c. precision

d. specificity

e. forcefulness

f. the ability to be argued
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Phrases:

1. Phrases like “I believe” or “I feel” actually weaken your argument. Instead, take a stance with

which encourages readers to support your position.

2. Stating a fact is not enough. A thesis statement must have .

3. A strong thesis statement must have , which means a general topic is narrowed down

and made unambiguous.

4. Your tone should have which shows readers you are making an argument that could

be opposed.

5. Your argument must remained focused on the overall topic while making a specific point.

This is known as .

6. Any claim that is made in your thesis must be able to be supported by reasons and examples.

This is know as .

Check your answers: 1

Activity source: “Thesis statements” by Emily Cramer is licensed under CC BY.

Identifying Strong Thesis Statements

Identifying Strong Thesis Statements (Text version)

Read the following thesis statements and identify each as weak or strong.

1. The subject of this paper is my experience with ferrets as pets.

2. The government must expand its funding for research on renewable energy resources in

order to prepare for the impending end of oil.

3. Edgar Allan Poe was a poet who lived in Baltimore during the 19th century.

4. In this essay, I will give you a lot of reasons why marijuana should not be legalized in British

Columbia.

5. Because many children’s toys have potential safety hazards that could lead to injury, it is

clear that not all children’s toys are safe.
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6. My experience with young children has taught me that I want to be a disciplinary parent

because I believe that a child without discipline can be a parent’s worst nightmare.

Check your answers: 2

Activity Source: “Self Practice Exercise 5.5” by Brenna Clarke Gray (H5P Adaptation) Writing for

Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author removed], licensed under CC BY-NC-SA

4.0. / Interactive content extracted to plain text.

Writing at Work

Often in your career, you will need to ask your boss for something through an e-mail. Just as a

thesis statement organizes an essay, it can also organize your e-mail request. While your e-mail will

be shorter than an essay, using a thesis statement in your first paragraph quickly lets your boss

know what you are asking for, why it is necessary, and what the benefits are. In short body

paragraphs, you can provide the essential information needed to expand upon your request.

Thesis Statement Revision

Your thesis will probably change as you write, so you will need to modify it to reflect
exactly what you have discussed in your essay. Your thesis statement begins as a
working thesis statement, an indefinite statement that you make about your topic early
in the writing process for the purpose of planning and guiding your writing.

Working thesis statements often become stronger as you gather information and
form new opinions and reasons for those opinions. Revision helps you strengthen your
thesis so that it matches what you have expressed in the body of the paper.
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Tip

The best way to revise your thesis statement is to ask questions about it and then examine the

answers to those questions. By challenging your own ideas and forming definite reasons for those

ideas, you grow closer to a more precise point of view, which you can then incorporate into your thesis

statement.

Ways to Revise Your Thesis

You can cut down on irrelevant aspects and revise your thesis by taking the following
steps:

1. Pinpoint and replace all nonspecific words, such as people,
everything, society, or life, with more precise words in order to
reduce any vagueness.

WWorking thesis:orking thesis: Young people have to work hard to succeed in life.
ReRevised thesis:vised thesis: Recent college graduates must have discipline and persistence in order

to find and maintain a stable job in which they can use and be appreciated for their
talents.

The revised thesis makes a more specific statement about success and what it means
to work hard. The original includes too broad a range of people and does not define
exactly what success entails. By replacing those general words like people and work hard,
the writer can better focus his or her research and gain more direction in his or her
writing.

2. Clarify ideas that need explanation by asking yourself
questions that narrow your thesis.

WWorking thesis:orking thesis: The welfare system is a joke.
ReRevised thesis:vised thesis: The welfare system keeps a socioeconomic class from gaining

employment by alluring members of that class with unearned income, instead of
programs to improve their education and skill sets.

A joke means many things to many people. Readers bring all sorts of backgrounds and
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perspectives to the reading process and would need clarification for a word so vague.
This expression may also be too informal for the selected audience. By asking questions,
the writer can devise a more precise and appropriate explanation for joke. The writer
should ask himself or herself questions similar to the 5WH questions. (See Chapter 3
“The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?” for more information on the 5WH questions.) By
incorporating the answers to these questions into a thesis statement, the writer more
accurately defines his or her stance, which will better guide the writing of the essay.

3. Replace any linking verbs with action verbs. Linking verbs are
forms of the verb to be, a verb that simply states that a situation
exists.

WWorking thesis:orking thesis: Simcoe County school teachers are not paid enough.
ReRevised thesis:vised thesis: Simcoe County School board cannot afford to pay its educators

enough, resulting in job cuts and resignations in a district that sorely needs highly
qualified and dedicated teachers.

The linking verb in this working thesis statement is the word are. Linking verbs often
make thesis statements weak because they do not express action. Rather, they connect
words and phrases to the second half of the sentence. Readers might wonder, “Why are
they not paid enough?” But this statement does not compel them to ask many more
questions. The writer should ask himself or herself questions in order to replace the
linking verb with an action verb, thus forming a stronger thesis statement, one that
takes a more definitive stance on the issue:

• Who is not paying the teachers enough?
• What is considered “enough”?
• What is the problem?
• What are the results?

4. Omit any general claims that are hard to support.

WWorking thesis:orking thesis: Today’s teenage girls are too sexualized.
ReRevised thesis:vised thesis: Teenage girls who are captivated by the sexual images on MTV are

conditioned to believe that a woman’s worth depends on her sensuality, a feeling that
harms their self-esteem and behavior.

It is true that some young women in today’s society are more sexualized than in the
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past, but that is not true for all girls. The writer of this thesis should ask the following
questions:

• Which teenage girls?
• What constitutes “too” sexualized?
• Why are they behaving that way?
• Where does this behavior show up?
• What are the repercussions?

Exercise 3

In the first section of Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?”, you determined your

purpose for writing and your audience. You then completed a freewriting exercise about an event

you recently experienced and chose a general topic to write about. Using that general topic, you

then narrowed it down by answering the 5WH questions. After you answered these questions, you

chose one of the three methods of prewriting and gathered possible supporting points for your

working thesis statement.

Now, on a separate sheet of paper, write down your working thesis statement. Identify any

weaknesses in this sentence and revise the statement to reflect the elements of a strong thesis

statement. Make sure it is specific, precise, arguable, demonstrable, forceful, and confident.

Writing at Work

In your career you may have to write a project proposal that focuses on a particular problem in your

company, such as reinforcing the tardiness policy. The proposal would aim to fix the problem; using

a thesis statement would clearly state the boundaries of the problem and tell the goals of the

project. After writing the proposal, you may find that the thesis needs revision to reflect exactly
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what is expressed in the body. Using the techniques from this chapter would apply to revising that

thesis.

Key Takeaways

• Proper essays require a thesis statement to provide a specific focus and suggest how the

essay will be organized.

• A thesis statement is your interpretation of the subject, not the topic itself.

• A strong thesis is specific, precise, forceful, confident, and is able to be demonstrated.

• A strong thesis challenges readers with a point of view that can be debated and can be

supported with evidence.

• A weak thesis is simply a declaration of your topic or contains an obvious fact that cannot be

argued.

• Depending on your topic, it may or may not be appropriate to use first person point of view.

• Revise your thesis by ensuring all words are specific, all ideas are exact, and all verbs express

action.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, this chapter is adapted from ” 9.1 Developing a strong,
clear thesis statement (https://open.lib.umn.edu/writingforsuccess/chapter/
9-1-developing-a-strong-clear-thesis-statement/)” In Writing for Success by University of
Minnesota licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0. / Adaptations include updates for student
friendly language, attribution and topics, etc.
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Notes

1. 1. b) confidence

2. f) an ability to be argued

3. d) specificity

4. e) forcefulness

5. c) precision

6. a) an ability to be demonstrated

2. 1. Weak

2. Strong

3. Weak

4. Weak

5. Strong

6. Weak.
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4.2 - WRITING BODY PARAGRAPHS

Learning Objectives

• Select primary support related to your thesis.

• Support your topic sentences.

If your thesis gives the reader a roadmap to your essay, then body paragraphs should
closely follow that map. The reader should be able to predict what follows your
introductory paragraph by simply reading the thesis statement.

The body paragraphs present the evidence you have gathered to confirm your thesis.
Before you begin to support your thesis in the body, you must find information from a
variety of sources that support and give credit to what you are trying to prove.

Select Primary Support for Your Thesis

Without primary support, your argument is not likely to be convincing. Primary
support can be described as the major pointsmajor points you choose to expand on your thesis. It is
the most important information you select to argue for your point of view. Each point
you choose will be incorporated into the topic sentence for each body paragraph you
write. Your primary supporting points are further supported by supporting details
within the paragraphs.
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Tip

Remember that a worthy argument is backed by examples. In order to construct a valid argument,

good writers conduct lots of background research and take careful notes. They also talk to people

knowledgeable about a topic in order to understand its implications before writing about it.

Information from research sources will improve your paper, supporting your points with more detail

and building your credibility. As you work on your paper, always remember to note what information

comes from sources so you can avoid plagiarism.

Identify the Characteristics of Good Primary Support

In order to fulfill the requirements of good primary support, the information you choose
must meet the following standards:

• Be specific.Be specific. The main points you make about your thesis and the examples you use
to expand on those points need to be specific. Use specific examples to provide the
evidence and to build upon your general ideas. These types of examples give your
reader something narrow to focus on, and if used properly, they leave little doubt
about your claim. General examples, while they convey the necessary information,
are not nearly as compelling or useful in writing because they are too obvious and
typical.

• Be rBe releelevant to the thesis.vant to the thesis. Primary support is considered strong when it relates
directly to the thesis. Primary support should show, explain, or prove your main
argument without delving into irrelevant details. When faced with lots of
information that could be used to prove your thesis, you may think you need to
include it all in your body paragraphs. But effective writers resist the temptation to
lose focus. Choose your examples wisely by making sure they directly connect to
your thesis.

• Be detailed.Be detailed. Remember that your thesis, while specific, should not be very detailed.
The body paragraphs are where you develop the discussion that a thorough essay
requires. Using detailed support shows readers that you have considered all the
facts and chosen only the most precise details to enhance your point of view.

• Be rBe releelevant.vant. As you add in detailed support, choose sources carefully. Aim to find
recent sources that are up to date and relevant. Carefully evaluate your sources,
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following the suggestions in 6.3 – The CRAAP Test And Evaluating Resources

Prewrite to Identify Primary Supporting Points for a Thesis
Statement

Recall that when you prewrite you essentially make a list of examples or reasons why
you support your stance. Stemming from each point, you further provide details to
support those reasons. After prewriting, you are then able to look back at the
information and choose the most compelling pieces you will use in your body
paragraphs.

Exercise 1

Choose one of the following working thesis statements. On a separate sheet of paper, write for at

least five minutes using one of the prewriting techniques you learned in Chapter 3 “The Writing

Process: How Do I Begin?”.

1. Unleashed dogs on city streets are a dangerous nuisance.

2. Students cheat for many different reasons.

3. There are many advantages to taking time to go outdoors.

4. The most important change that should occur at my college is:

Select the Most Effective Primary Supporting Points for a
Thesis Statement

After you have prewritten about your working thesis statement, you may have
generated a lot of information, which may be edited out later. Remind yourself of your
main argument, and delete any ideas that do not directly relate to it. Omitting unrelated
ideas ensures that you will use only the most convincing information in your body
paragraphs. Choose at least three of only the most compelling points. These will serve
as the topic sentences for your body paragraphs.
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Exercise 2

Refer to the previous exercise and select three of your most compelling reasons to support the

thesis statement. Remember that the points you choose must be specific and relevant to the thesis.

The statements you choose will be your primary support points, and you will later incorporate

them into the topic sentences for the body paragraphs.

When you support your thesis, you are revealing evidence. Evidence includes anything
that can help support your stance. The following are the kinds of evidence you will
encounter as you conduct your research:

1. Facts.Facts. Facts are the best kind of evidence to use because they often cannot be
disputed. They can support your stance by providing background information on or
a solid foundation for your point of view. However, some facts may still need
explanation. For example, the sentence “Ontario is the most populated province in
Canada” is a pure fact, but it may require some explanation to make it relevant to
your specific argument. The facts you present in any paper should come from
credible research sources, which you evaluate carefully.

2. Judgments.Judgments. Judgments are conclusions drawn from the given facts. Judgments are
more credible than opinions because they are founded upon careful reasoning and
examination of a topic. Evaluate your research sources carefully to confirm that
they share the judgment of true authorities on the topic. Follow the advice in 6.3 –
The CRAAP Test And Evaluating Resources

3. TTestimonyestimony.. Testimony consists of direct quotations from either an eyewitness or an
expert witness. An eyewitness is someone who has direct experience with a subject;
she adds authenticity to an argument based on facts. An expert witness is a person
who has extensive experience with a topic. This person studies the facts and
provides commentary based on either facts or judgments, or both. An expert
witness adds authority and credibility to an argument.

4. Personal observation.Personal observation. Personal observation is similar to testimony, but personal
observation consists of your testimony. It reflects what you know to be true because
you have experiences and have formed either opinions or judgments about them.
For instance, if you are one of five children and your thesis states that being part of
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a large family is beneficial to a child’s social development, you could use your own
experience to support your thesis.

Types of Supporting Facts

Types of supporting facts (Text version)

Determine whether the supporting points are facts, judgements, personal observation, or

testimony.

1. The most populated province in Canada is Ontario.

2. I don’t think Mr. John will be able to complete the marathon.

3. Mrs. Marshall saw Mike eating the last piece of cake.

4. My dad loves to eat his steak well done.

Check your Answers: 1

Activity Source: “Pre-Chapter Review (6)” by Brenna Clark Gray (H5P Adaptation) is based on

content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author removed],

licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

Writing at Work

In any job where you devise a plan, you will need to support the steps that you lay out. This is an

area in which you would incorporate primary support into your writing. Choosing only the most

specific and relevant information to expand upon the steps will ensure that your plan appears well-

thought-out and precise.
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Tip

You can consult a vast pool of resources to gather support for your stance. Citing relevant information

from reliable sources ensures that your reader will take you seriously and consider your assertions. Use

any of the following sources for your essay: newspapers or news organization websites, magazines,

encyclopedias, and scholarly journals, which are periodicals that address topics in a specialized field.

Watch Evaluating sources for credibility on YouTube (4 mins) (https://youtu.be/

v8DfTTmdQ04)

Choose Supporting Topic Sentences

Each body paragraph contains a topic sentence that states one aspect of your thesis and
then expands upon it. Like the thesis statement, each topic sentence should be specific
and supported by concrete details, facts, or explanations.

Each body paragraph should comprise the following elements:
topic sentence + supporting details (examples, reasons, or arguments)

As you read in Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?”, topic sentences
indicate the location and main points of the basic arguments of your essay. These
sentences are vital to writing your body paragraphs because they always refer back to
and support your thesis statement. Topic sentences are linked to the ideas you have
introduced in your thesis, thus reminding readers what your essay is about. A paragraph
without a clearly identified topic sentence may be unclear and scattered, just like an
essay without a thesis statement.

Tip

Unless your teacher instructs otherwise, you should include at least three body paragraphs in your

essay. A five-paragraph essay, including the introduction and conclusion, is commonly the standard for

exams and essay assignments.

Consider the following the thesis statement:
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There’s more to academic success than just studying; activities outside the classroom, such as spending

time outdoors, engaging in social activities, and getting enough sleep can all help to improve a

student’s overall learning experience.

The following topic sentence is a primary support point for the thesis. The topic
sentence states exactly what the controlling idea of the paragraph is. Later, you will see
the writer immediately provide support for the sentence.

Time spent outdoors benefits students, as exposure to sunlight, a break from digital devices, and

interaction with natural scenery all provide benefits that boost academic performance.

Exercise 3

In “Exercise 2” above, you chose three of your most convincing points to support the thesis

statement you selected from the list. Take each point and incorporate it into a topic sentence for

each body paragraph.

Supporting point 1:

Topic sentence:

Supporting point 2:

Topic sentence:

Supporting point 3:

Topic sentence:
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Draft Supporting Detail Sentences for Each Primary
Support Sentence

After deciding which primary support points you will use as your topic sentences, you
must add details to clarify and demonstrate each of those points. These supporting
details provide examples, facts, or evidence that support the topic sentence.

The writer drafts possible supporting detail sentences for each primary support
sentence based on the thesis statement:

Sample supporting detail sentences

Essay Thesis statement:

There is more to academic success than just studying; activities outside the classroom, such as spending

time outdoors, engaging in social activities, and getting enough sleep can all help to improve a student’s

overall learning experience.

1. Supporting point 1: Time spent outdoors benefits students, as exposure to sunlight, a break from

digital devices, and interaction with natural scenery all provide benefits that boost academic

performance.

Supporting details:

1. Sunlight elevates vitamin D, melatonin, and serotonin which improve cognitive function

(Oglethorpe, 2012).

2. Taking a rest from digital devices improves the brain (Selhub, 2015).

3. Natural surroundings can reduce ADHD symptoms and attention fatigue, and walking

outdoors among greenery improved school performance (Kuo & Taylor, 2004).

2. Supporting point 2: Connecting with groups of peers, whether through extra-curricular activities

or sports teams, leads to improved academic performance.

1. Students who participate in extra-curricular activities had consistently higher grades

(Abdelhafifdh et al., 2022).

2. Students who are active in sports also perform better in school (Burns, et al., 2020).
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3. Supporting point 3: Being well-rested also helps ensure success in school, as consistent sleep

improves memory, performance on tests, and problem-solving abilities.

1. Studies show that sleep deprivation reduces memory (Okano, et al., 2019).

2. Consistent sleep quality while subjects were studied results in improved test scores (Okano,

et al., 2019).

3. People do better on challenging tasks after they’ve had sufficient sleep (Alhola & Polo-

Kantola, 2007).
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Kuo, F. E., & Taylor, A. F. (2004). A potential natural treatment for attention-deficit/hyperactivity

disorder: evidence from a national study. American Journal of Public Health, 94(9), 1580–1586.

https://doi.org/10.2105/AJPH.94.9.1580

Oglethorpe, A. (2012). Dim wits. Psychology Today, 45(1), 43.

Okano, K., Kaczmarzyk, J. R., Dave, N., Gabrieli, J. D. E., & Grossman, J. C. (2019). Sleep quality,

duration, and consistency are associated with better academic performance in college students.

NPJ Science of Learning, 4(1), 1–5. https://doi.org/10.1038/s41539-019-0055-z

Selhub, E. (2015). Nature and the brain. Alive. https://www.alive.com/health/nature-and-the-brain/

The following paragraph contains supporting detail sentences for the primary support
sentence (the topic sentence – the very first one in the paragraph), which is underlined.
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Sample paragraph with supporting detail sentences

Time spent outdoors benefits students, as exposure to sunlight, a break from digital devices, and

interaction with natural scenery all provide benefits that boost academic performance. Many studies shed

light on the brain’s response to sunny days. By increasing serotonin, sunlight provides a natural anti-

depressant (Oglethorpe, 2012). Oglethorpe (2012) reports that cognitive function is improved as sunlight

affects blood flow to the brain and elevates vitamin D and melatonin. Not only will outdoor lighting

enhance thinking power, but also unplugging from devices while being outside allows the brain to take a

rest from digital overload. Selhub (2015) praises the “rejuvenating act of contemplation” (para. 6) in a

natural setting, away from screens, as a necessary way to reduce mental fatigue. Research has shown

that students have higher test scores when they can view natural scenery (Selhub, 2015). In addition to

improving academic performance, nature provides a sense of tranquility (Kuo & Taylor, 2004). Kuo and

Taylor (2004) observed that students had increased focus and an improved sense of well-being after

being outside. Although students may feel that a walk in the park is a waste of time, they can enhance

their academic success with a walk outdoors among natural scenery and sunlight will improve their

mood, restore their concentration, and boost their well-being.

References

Kuo, F. E., & Taylor, A. F. (2004). A potential natural treatment for attention-deficit/hyperactivity

disorder: evidence from a national study. American Journal of Public Health, 94(9), 1580–1586.
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Selhub, E. (2015). Nature and the brain. Alive. https://www.alive.com/health/nature-and-the-brain/
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Exercise 4

Using the three topic sentences you just composed for the thesis statement in “Exercise 3”, draft at

least three supporting details for each point.

Thesis statement:

Primary supporting point 1:

Supporting details:

Primary supporting point 2:

Supporting details:

Primary supporting point 3:

Supporting details:

Tip

Print out the first draft of your essay and use a highlighter to mark your topic sentences in the body

paragraphs. Make sure they are clearly stated and accurately present your paragraphs, as well as

accurately reflect your thesis. If your topic sentence contains information that does not exist in the rest

of the paragraph, rewrite it to more accurately match the rest of the paragraph.
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Key Takeaways

• Your body paragraphs should closely follow the path set forth by your thesis statement.

• Strong body paragraphs contain evidence that supports your thesis.

• Primary support comprises the most important points you use to support your thesis.

• Strong primary support is specific, detailed, and relevant to the thesis.

• Prewriting helps you determine your most compelling primary support.

• Evidence includes facts, judgments, testimony, and personal observation.

• Reliable sources may include newspapers, magazines, academic journals, books,

encyclopedias, and firsthand testimony.

• A topic sentence presents one point of your thesis statement while the information in the

rest of the paragraph supports that point.

• A body paragraph comprises a topic sentence plus supporting details.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, this chapter is adapted from ” 9.2 Writing Body
Paragraphs (https://open.lib.umn.edu/writingforsuccess/chapter/9-2-writing-body-
paragraphs/)” In Writing for Success by University of Minnesota licensed under CC BY-NC
4.0.

Notes

1. 1. fact, 2. judgement, 3. testimony, 4. Personal observation
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4.3 - ORGANIZING YOUR WRITING

Learning Objectives

• Understand how and why organizational techniques help writers and readers stay focused.

• Assess how and when to use chronological order to organize an essay.

• Recognize how and when to use order of importance to organize an essay.

• Determine how and when to use spatial order to organize an essay.

The method of organization you choose for your essay is just as important as its
content. Without a clear organizational pattern, your reader could become confused
and lose interest. The way you structure your essay helps your readers draw
connections between the body and the thesis, and the structure also keeps you focused
as you plan and write the essay. Choosing your organizational pattern before you
outline ensures that each body paragraph works to support and develop your thesis.

This section covers three ways to organize body paragraphs:

1. Chronological order
2. Order of importance
3. Spatial order

When you begin to draft your essay, your ideas may seem to flow from your mind in a
seemingly random manner. Your readers, who bring to the table different backgrounds,
viewpoints, and ideas, need you to clearly organize these ideas in order to help process
and accept them. A solid organizational pattern gives your ideas a path that you can
follow as you develop your draft.
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Chronological Order

In Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?”, you learned that chronological
arrangement has the following purposes:

• To explain the history of an event or a topic
• To tell a story or relate an experience
• To explain how to do or to make something
• To explain the steps in a process

Chronological order is mostly used in expository writing , which is a form of writing that
narrates, describes, informs, or explains a process. When using chronological order,
arrange the events in the order that they actually happened, or will happen if you are
giving instructions. This method requires you to use words such as first, second, then,
after that, later, and finally. These transition words guide you and your reader through
the paper as you expand your thesis.

For example, if you are writing an essay about the history of the airline industry, you
would begin with its conception and detail the essential timeline events up until present
day. You would follow the chain of events using words such as first, then, next, and so on.

Using Chronological Order

Using Chronological Order (Text version)

Put the statements in the correct chronological order by numbering them in the order you believe

they should be organized into a paragraph.

1. When I have the shot pulled, I use a milk steamer to steam one cup of milk.

2. Every morning I make my coffee in the same way for maximum flavour.

3. Next, I use an espresso machine to pull an espresso shot directly into my coffee cup.

4. And that’s how I start my day with my perfect latte!

5. First, I freshly grind my espresso beans.

6. Finally, I slowly pour the steamed milk into my espresso.

Check your answers: 1
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Activity Source: “Self-Practice 5.11 Chronological Order” by Brenna Clark Gray (H5P Adaptation) is

based on content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author

removed], licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0. / Interactive content extracted to plain text.

Keep in mind that chronological order is most appropriate for the following purposes:

• Writing essays containing heavy research
• Writing essays with the aim of listing, explaining, or narrating
• Writing essays that analyze literary works such as poems, plays, or books

Tip

When using chronological order, your introduction should indicate the information you will cover and

in what order, and the introduction should also establish the relevance of the information. Your body

paragraphs should then provide clear divisions or steps in chronology.

Order of Importance

Recall from Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?” that order of importance
is best used for the following purposes:

• Persuading and convincing
• Ranking items by their importance, benefit, or significance
• Illustrating a situation, problem, or solution

Most essays move from the least to the most important point, and the paragraphs are
arranged in an effort to build the essay’s strength. Sometimes, however, it is necessary
to begin with your most important supporting point, such as in an essay that contains a
thesis that is highly debatable. When writing a persuasive essay, it is best to begin with
the most important point because it immediately captivates your readers and compels
them to continue reading.

For example, if you were supporting your thesis that homework is detrimental to the
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education of high school students, you would want to present your most convincing
argument first, and then move on to the less important points for your case.

Some key transitional words you should use with this method of organization are most
importantly, almost as importantly, just as importantly, and finally.

Writing at Work

During your career, you may be required to work on a team that devises a strategy for a specific

goal of your company, such as increasing profits. When planning your strategy you should organize

your steps in order of importance. This demonstrates the ability to prioritize and plan. Using the

order of importance technique also shows that you can create a resolution with logical steps for

accomplishing a common goal.

Using Order of Importance

Using Order of Importance (Text version)

Put the statements in the correct order of importance by numbering them in the order you believe

they should be organized into a paragraph.

a. Most importantly, it prevents unexpected harm from coming to the dog or to the people and

animals he encounters.

b. Almost as important, though, is the bond that it helps create between the dog and his

caretaker.

c. And finally, dogs love the sense of achievement they feel when they master simple tasks.

d. For all of these reasons, proper dog training is important and should not be overlooked.

e. Adequate training is critical to the success of a relationship between a person and their dog.

Check your Answers:2

Activity Source: “Self-Practice 5.12 Order of Importance” by Brenna Clark Gray (H5P Adaptation) is
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based on content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author

removed], licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

Spatial Order

As stated in Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?”, spatial order is best used
for the following purposes:

• Helping readers visualize something as you want them to see it
• Evoking a scene using the senses (sight, touch, taste, smell, and sound)
• Writing a descriptive essay

Spatial order means that you explain or describe objects as they are arranged around
you in your space, for example in a bedroom. As the writer, you create a picture for your
reader, and their perspective is the viewpoint from which you describe what is around
you.

The view must move in an orderly, logical progression, giving the reader clear
directional signals to follow from place to place. The key to using this method is to
choose a specific starting point and then guide the reader to follow your eye as it moves
in an orderly trajectory from your starting point.

Pay attention to the following student’s description of her bedroom and how she
guides the reader through the viewing process, foot by foot.

Attached to my bedroom wall is a small wooden rack dangling with red and turquoise necklaces that

shimmer as you enter. Just to the right of the rack is my window, framed by billowy white curtains. The

peace of such an image is a stark contrast to my desk, which sits to the right of the window, layered in

textbooks, crumpled papers, coffee cups, and an overflowing ashtray. Turning my head to the right, I see

a set of two bare windows that frame the trees outside the glass like a 3D painting. Below the windows

is an oak chest from which blankets and scarves are protruding. Against the wall opposite the billowy

curtains is an antique dresser, on top of which sits a jewelry box and a few picture frames. A tall mirror

attached to the dresser takes up most of the wall, which is the color of lavender.
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The paragraph incorporates two objectives you have learned in this chapter: using an
implied topic sentence and applying spatial order. Often in a descriptive essay, the two
work together.

The following are possible transition words to include when using spatial order:

• Just to the left or just to the right
• Behind
• Between
• On the left or on the right
• Across from
• A little further down
• To the south, to the east, and so on
• A few yards away
• Turning left or turning right

Using Spatial Order

Using Spatial Order (Text Version)

Put the statements in the correct spatial order by numbering them in the order you believe they

should be organized into a paragraph.

a. The rest of the area within the gate is a meadow of clover and flowers.

b. Reflecting on this space reminds me that it’s nice to have somewhere to go that is so calm

and soothing.

c. The farmyard is a peaceful and familiar space.

d. When you first enter the property through the farm gate, there is a red barn to the right.

e. To the immediate left of the red barn is a pig pen and a chicken coup.

f. Across the farmyard from the animals is the farmhouse, which has a duck pond in the

backyard.

Check your Answers: 3

Activity Source: “Self-Practice 5.13 Spatial Order” by Brenna Clark Gray (H5P Adaptation) is based
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on content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author removed],

licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

Key Takeaways

• The way you organize your body paragraphs ensures you and your readers stay focused on

and draw connections to, your thesis statement.

• A strong organizational pattern allows you to articulate, analyze, and clarify your thoughts.

• Planning the organizational structure for your essay before you begin to search for

supporting evidence helps you conduct more effective and directed research.

• Chronological order is most commonly used in expository writing. It is useful for explaining

the history of your subject, for telling a story, or for explaining a process.

• Order of importance is most appropriate in a persuasion paper as well as for essays in which

you rank things, people, or events by their significance.

• Spatial order describes things as they are arranged in space and is best for helping readers

visualize something as you want them to see it; it creates a dominant impression.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, this chapter is adapted from ” 9.3 Organizing your
writing (https://open.lib.umn.edu/writingforsuccess/chapter/9-3-organizing-your-
writing/)” In Writing for Success by University of Minnesota licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0.

Notes

1. 1. b, 2. e, 3. c, 4. a, 5. f, 6. d
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2. 1. e, 2. a, 3. b, 4. c, 5. d.

3. 1. c, 2. d, 3. e, 4. f, 5. a, 6. b
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4.4 - WRITING INTRODUCTORY AND
CONCLUDING PARAGRAPHS

Learning Objectives

• Recognize the importance of strong introductory and concluding paragraphs.

• Learn to engage the reader immediately with the introductory paragraph.

• Practice concluding your essays in a more memorable way.

Picture your introduction as a storefront window: You have a certain amount of space to
attract your customers (readers) to your goods (subject) and bring them inside your
store (discussion). Once you have enticed them with something intriguing, you then
point them in a specific direction and try to make the sale (convince them to accept your
thesis).

Your introduction is an invitation to your readers to consider what you have to say and
then to follow your train of thought as you expand upon your thesis statement.

An introduction serves the following purposes:

1. Establishes your voice and tone, or your attitude, toward the subject

2. Introduces the general topic of the essay

3. States the thesis that will be supported in the body paragraphs

First impressions are crucial and can leave lasting effects in your reader’s mind, which is
why the introduction is so important to your essay. If your introductory paragraph is dull
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or disjointed, your reader probably will not have much interest in continuing with the
essay.

Attracting Interest in Your Introductory Paragraph

Your introduction should begin with an engaging statement devised to provoke your
readers’ interest. In the next few sentences, introduce them to your topic by stating
general facts or ideas about the subject. As you move deeper into your introduction, you
gradually narrow the focus, moving closer to your thesis. Moving smoothly and logically
from your introductory remarks to your thesis statement can be achieved using a funnel
technique , as illustrated in the diagram in Figure 1 – “Funnel Technique”.

Figure 1. Using the funnel technique, a broad
general statement is funnelled down to general
introductory remarks, and then to a more specific
thesis.

Exercise 1

On a separate sheet of paper, jot down a few general remarks that you can make about the topic

for which you formed a thesis in Section 4.1 “Exercise 3”.
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Immediately capturing your readers’ interest increases the chances of having them read
what you are about to discuss. You can garner curiosity for your essay in a number of
ways. Try to get your readers personally involved by doing any of the following:

• Appealing to their emotions
• Using logic
• Beginning with a provocative question or opinion
• Opening with a startling statistic or surprising fact
• Raising a question or series of questions
• Presenting an explanation or rationalization for your essay
• Opening with a relevant quotation or incident
• Opening with a striking image
• Including a personal anecdote

Don’t forget to include an in-text citation and reference if you use anyone else’s ideas.

Capturing Attention

Capturing Attention (Text version)

Imagine you are writing an essay arguing for domesticated cats to be kept indoors. What follows

are a list of potentially attention-grabbing first sentences for the introductory paragraph. Match the

kind of appeal (a-i) in the list below to the sample sentence (1-9) that provides the best example.

Appeal

a. Presenting an explanation or rationalization for your essay

b. Opening with a relevant quotation or incident

c. Including a personal anecdote

d. Using logic

e. Opening with a startling statistic or surprising fact

f. Raising a question or series of questions

g. Appealing to their emotions

h. Opening with a striking image
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i. Beginning with a provocative question or opinion

Sample Sentences

1. A little girl weeps at the untimely death of her beloved cat; an elderly neighbour misses the

company of the neighbourhood songbirds.

2. Most people love neighbourhood wildlife and most pet owners love their pets; a mutually

beneficial strategy for keeping both safe is to keep cats indoors.

3. Cats are cute, but they are also murderous killing machines bent on destroying your

neighbourhood.

4. Every year, cats kill between 100 million and 350 million birds in Canada alone; 38% of those

birds are killed by domesticated cats.

5. If you knew there was one single behavioural change that would improve your

neighbourhood for generations, would you do it?

6. The purpose of this essay is to protect neighbourhood wildlife from cats, and to protect cats

from the hazards of this neighbourhood.

7. “Curiosity killed the cat,” goes the famous adage.

8. Imagine the sight of a beloved family cat who has been struck by a car on the highway.

9. When I was a child, our family cat loved to roam free in the neighbourhood. I never

wondered why there were no birds in our backyard, like my friends enjoyed and experienced.

Check your Answers: 1

Activity Source: “Self-Practice 6.3 Capturing Attention” by Brenna Clark Gray (H5P Adaptation) is

based on content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara Harkoff & [author

removed], licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

Tip

Remember that your diction, or word choice, while always important, is most crucial in your

introductory paragraph. Boring diction could extinguish any desire a person might have to read

through your discussion. Choose words that create images or express action. For more information on

diction, see Chapter 14 “Working with Words: Which Word Is Right?”.

In Chapter 3 “The Writing Process: How Do I Begin?”, you followed Mariah as she moved
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through the writing process. In this chapter, Mariah writes her introduction and
conclusion for the same essay. Mariah incorporates some of the introductory elements
into her introductory paragraph, which she previously outlined in Chapter 3 “The Writing
Process: How Do I Begin?”. Her thesis statement is underlined.

Play PlayStation games on a plasma TV? Maybe watch Disney movies on DVDs? Or read printed

newspaper articles? Twenty-five years ago, the average college student did not have as many options

when it came to entertainment in the form of technology. Fast-forward to digital technology available

today, and consumers are bombarded with endless options for how they do most everything- from

buying and reading books to taking photos on their smartphones, to the point of being overwhelmed (Li,

2014). In a society that is obsessed with digital means of entertainment, it is easy for the average person

to become baffled. Everyone wants the newest and best digital technology, but the choices are many and

the specifications are often confusing.

Mariah’s thesis statement, “Everyone wants the newest and best digital technology, but the

choices are many and the specifications are often confusing”, is located at the end of the paragraph.

Reference

Li., E.A.L. (2014). Test for the real option in consumer behavior. Research in Economics, 68(1), 70–83.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rie.2013.11.004

Tip

If you have trouble coming up with a provocative statement for your opening, it is a good idea to use a

relevant, attention-grabbing quote about your topic. Use a search engine to find statements made by

historical or significant figures about your subject. Don’t forget the in-text citation and reference for

your source!
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Photo by fill, used under Pixabay license

Writing at Work

In your job field, you may be required to write a speech

for an event, such as an awards banquet or a dedication

ceremony. The introduction of a speech is similar to an essay

because you have a limited amount of space to attract your

audience’s attention. Using the same techniques, such as a

provocative quote or an interesting statistic, is an effective

way to engage your listeners. Using the funnel approach

also introduces your audience to your topic and then

presents your main idea in a logical manner.

Mariah’s Strategies for Capturing Attention

Mariah’s Strategies for Capturing Attention (Plain text version)

Below you will see the text of Mariah’s introduction. Match the appropriate phrase in the

introduction (1-4) to the attention-capturing strategy (a-d) used.

Introduction

1. Play PlayStation games on a plasma TV? Maybe watch Disney movies on DVDs? Or read

printed newspaper articles?

2. Twenty-five years ago, the average college student did not have many options when it came

to entertainment in the form of technology. Fast-forward to digital technology available

today, and consumers are bombarded with endless options for how they do most

everything- from buying and reading books to taking photos on their smartphones, to the

point of being overwhelmed (Li, 2014).

3. In a society that is obsessed with digital means of entertainment, it is easy for the average
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person to become baffled.

4. Everyone wants the newest and best digital technology, but the choices are many and the

specifications are often confusing.

Strategies

a. Using logic

b. Presenting an explanation or rationalization for your essay

c. Raising a question or series of questions

d. Opening with a startling statistic or surprising fact

Reference

Li., E.A.L. (2014). Test for the real option in consumer behavior. Research in Economics, 68(1), 70–83.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rie.2013.11.004

Check your Answers:2

Activity Source: “Self-Practice 6.4 Identify Strategies to Capture Attention” by Brenna Clark Gray

(H5P Adaptation) is based on content from Writing for Success – 1st Canadian Edition by Tara

Harkoff & [author removed], licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.

Writing a Conclusion

It is not unusual to want to rush when you approach your conclusion, and even
experienced writers may fade. But what good writers remember is that it is vital to put
just as much attention into the conclusion as in the rest of the essay. After all, a hasty
ending can undermine an otherwise strong essay.

A conclusion that does not correspond to the rest of your essay, has loose ends, or is
unorganized can unsettle your readers and raise doubts about the entire essay.
However, if you have worked hard to write the introduction and body, your conclusion
can often be the most logical part to compose.

The Anatomy of a Strong Conclusion

Keep in mind that the ideas in your conclusion must conform to the rest of your essay.
In order to tie these components together, restate your thesis at the beginning of your
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conclusion. This helps you assemble, in an orderly fashion, all the information you have
explained in the body. Repeating your thesis reminds your readers of the major
arguments you have been trying to prove and also indicates that your essay is drawing
to a close. A strong conclusion also reviews your main points and emphasizes the
importance of the topic.

The construction of the conclusion is similar to the introduction, in which you make
general introductory statements and then present your thesis. The difference is that in
the conclusion you first paraphrase , or state in different words, your thesis and then
follow up with general concluding remarks. These sentences should progressively
broaden the focus of your thesis and maneuver your readers out of the essay.

Many writers like to end their essays with a final emphatic statement. This strong
closing statement will cause your readers to continue thinking about the implications of
your essay; it will make your conclusion, and thus your essay, more memorable. Another
powerful technique is to challenge your readers to make a change in either their
thoughts or their actions. Challenging your readers to see the subject through new eyes
is a powerful way to ease yourself and your readers out of the essay.

Tip

When closing your essay, do not expressly state that you are drawing to a close. Relying on

statements such as in conclusion, it is clear that, as you can see, or in summation is unnecessary and

can be considered trite.

Tip

It is wise to avoid doing any of the following in your conclusion:

• Introducing new material

• Contradicting your thesis

• Changing your thesis

• Using apologies or disclaimers

Introducing new material in your conclusion has an unsettling effect on your reader. When you raise

new points, you make your reader want more information, which you could not possibly provide in the

limited space of your final paragraph.
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Contradicting or changing your thesis statement causes your readers to think that you do not actually

have a conviction about your topic. After all, you have spent several paragraphs adhering to a singular

point of view. When you change sides or open up your point of view in the conclusion, your reader

becomes less inclined to believe your original argument.

By apologizing for your opinion or stating that you know it is tough to digest, you are in fact admitting

that even you know what you have discussed is irrelevant or unconvincing. You do not want your

readers to feel this way. Effective writers stand by their thesis statement and do not stray from it.

Exercise 3

On a separate sheet of a paper, restate your thesis from “Exercise 1” of this section and then make

some general concluding remarks. Next, compose a final emphatic statement. Finally, incorporate

what you have written into a strong conclusion paragraph for your essay.

Mariah incorporates some of these pointers into her conclusion. She has paraphrased
her thesis statement in the first sentence.

In a society fixated on the latest and smartest digital technology, a consumer can easily become confused

by the countless options and specifications (Li, 2014). The ever-changing state of digital technology

challenges consumers with its updates and add-ons and expanding markets and incompatible formats

and restrictions–a fact that is complicated by salesmen who want to sell them anything. In a world that is

increasingly driven by instant gratification, it’s easy for people to buy the first thing they see. The solution

for many people should be to avoid buying on impulse. Consumers should think about what they really

need, not what is advertised.

Reference

Li., E.A.L. (2014). Test for the real option in consumer behavior. Research in Economics, 68(1), 70–83.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rie.2013.11.004
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Tip

Make sure your essay is balanced by not having an excessively long or short introduction or conclusion.

Check that they match each other in length as closely as possible, and try to mirror the formula you

used in each. Parallelism strengthens the message of your essay.

Writing at Work

On the job you will sometimes give oral presentations based on research you have conducted. A

concluding statement to an oral report contains the same elements as a written conclusion. You

should wrap up your presentation by restating the purpose of the presentation, reviewing its main

points, and emphasizing the importance of the material you presented. A strong conclusion will

leave a lasting impression on your audience.

Key Takeaways

• A strong opening captures your readers’ interest and introduces them to your topic before

you present your thesis statement.

• An introduction should restate your thesis, review your main points, and emphasize the

importance of the topic.

• The funnel technique to writing the introduction begins with generalities and gradually

narrows your focus until you present your thesis.

• A good introduction engages people’s emotions or logic, questions or explains the subject, or

provides a striking image or quotation.

• Carefully chosen diction in both the introduction and conclusion prevents any confusing or
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boring ideas.

• A conclusion that does not connect to the rest of the essay can diminish the effect of your

paper.

• The conclusion should remain true to your thesis statement. It is best to avoid changing your

tone or your main idea and avoid introducing any new material.

• Closing with a final emphatic statement provides closure for your readers and makes your

essay more memorable.

Attribution & References

Except where otherwise noted, this chapter (text & images) is adapted from “9.4 Writing
introductory and concluding paragraphs (https://open.lib.umn.edu/writingforsuccess/
chapter/9-4-writing-introductory-and-concluding-paragraphs/)” In Writing for Success by
University of Minnesota licensed under CC BY-NC 4.0.

Notes

1. 1. g, 2. d, 3. i, 4. e, 5. f, 6. a, 7. b, 8. h, 9. c.

2. 1. c, 2. d, 3. a, 4. b
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4.5 - WRITING ESSAYS: EXERCISES

Exercises

1. On a separate sheet of paper, choose one of the examples of a proper thesis statement from

this chapter (one that interests you) and form three supporting points for that statement.

After you have formed your three points, write a topic sentence for each body paragraph.

Make sure that your topic sentences can be backed up with examples and details.

2. Group activity. Choose one of the topics from “Exercise 1” in Section 4.1 “Developing a Strong,

Clear Thesis Statement” and form a yes-or-no question about that topic. Then, take a survey

of the people in your class to find out how they feel about the subject. Using the majority

vote, ask those people to write on slips of paper the reasons for their opinion. Using the data

you collect, form a thesis statement based on your classmates’ perspectives on the topic and

their reasons.

3. On a separate sheet of a paper, write an introduction for an essay based on the thesis

statement from the group activity using the techniques for introductory paragraphs that you

learned in this chapter.

4. Start a journal in which you record “spoken” thesis statements. Start listening closely to the

opinions expressed by your teachers, classmates, friends, and family members. Ask them to

provide at least three reasons for their opinion and record them in the journal. Use this as

material for future essays.

5. Open a magazine and read a lengthy article. See if you can pinpoint the thesis statement as

well as the topic sentence for each paragraph and its supporting details.
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